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Vision
Non-fungible tokens, better known as NFTs, took the world by storm. Their
popularity skyrocketed in the last two years, and people have spent billions of
dollars in NFT trading. We believe they are here to stay and are convinced that
their potential goes well beyond digital art – which is what they are mostly
known for today. Possibilities with NFTs, or blockchain technology in general,
are endless.



One of the areas where NFTs could have their place, in our opinion, is gaming.
And we are not the only ones who think that. The CEO of Electronic Arts, Andrew
Wilson, has even said that NFTs are "the future of our industry." Another gaming
behemoth, Ubisoft, has announced its plans to start adding NFTs into its games,
and we can expect that more game companies will follow this trend.

While these companies plan to add NFTs into their games, we are doing
the exact opposite. We are going to build a game based on our NFT
collection. At first, we released a collection of 10 000 hand-drawn, unique
NFTs of vampire characters. But then we started to experiment with
gamification on the Cardano blockchain and the result is Vampire
Playground - a game where you take control of your Vampire NFT
character.

2. Introduction
With Vampire Playground, we aim to create a living open world where players can freely roam around. There will be
different biomes, cities, a day-night cycle, and hidden artefacts on the map. Players will be fulfilling quests,
battling other players, earning achievements, or fighting with bosses. Game avatars offer abilities according to the
NFT characters they are based on.



We put a strong focus on the lore of the game as well. The story of Vampire Playground is set in the world of
Adania, where vampire master Vitalik destroyed a powerful artefact. As a result of his actions, rifts to other
universes open, and deadly forces are coming to Adalchia. It will be up to the players to stop them.

Vampire Playground is an ambitious project in which we wish to showcase the ways of using Cardano
native assets in games. Ultimately, however, we are aiming to create a fun experience for every owner of
our Vampire Invasion NFTs and provide them with space to not only play together but also chat, hang out
and attend events. The playground itself will be built gradually and all the feedback from our community
will be used to make improvements in each stage.
Warning: This game does not take itself seriously. It will contain a plethora of dumb
jokes, many Cardano references and Easter eggs. Player discretion is advised.

3. Vampire invasion
In March 2022, we released the Vampire Invasion collection –
originally containing 10k hand-drawn vampire characters, each one
being a unique NFT with different rarities based on over 250 traits.

The policy ID for Vampire Invasion is:
590048dda6a624c887c0466b178c16fff3dedc2aac5651a9e0fc41b6.

The most exciting fact is that every one of these vampire NFTs will
be a playable 3D character in Vampire Playground. They will also
serve as governance tokens, which will enable our supporters to
take part in making roadmap decisions. Find out more about our
project´s roadmap here.
This collection is also our way of paying homage to various Cardano
NFT projects by including multiple Easter eggs and releasing limited
collaborations.

4.Vampire Playground
4.1 Lore
With Vampire Playground, we don't want to just create a vacant
universe where you can mindlessly wander around. The goal is
to bring alive a world with its own story, characters, and plot.
Your journey as a hero will begin in the world of Adalchia,
which descended into chaos and death. 



Behind Adania's cataclysm is a vampire lord Vitalik, the game´s
main antagonist, who decided to break his curse by destroying
an ancient Artifact with the most powerful weapon in existence.
The destruction set Vitalik free, but it also unleashed a vast
power of energy that opened rifts around Adalchia.

Through these rifts, multiple entities from
various universes started flowing to Adalchia,
Permadeath being the most dangerous of them
all. Even though they were later sealed, it
hasn't stopped death and destruction. As a
result, Vampire lord Vitalik rose to power, and
Permadeath continued to plague the citizens of
Adania. 



After months of suffering, suddenly, there is a
glimpse of hope when another rift opens,
pulling in a group called Uberdead Defenders.
They are set on avenging their home by
cleaning the world from Permadeath and
helping anyone in need.

There will be five main factions in the world of Vampire Playground
The Uberdead Defenders – a neutral group, formed mostly by
vampires. They are ready to help humans, but everything has its
price. All players will be a part of this faction and their job will be
to stop Permadeath and bring the world into order. But that's no
easy task.
Adalchia's United Military – As you can guess from the title, it's an
army of nations who are united against the same enemy. They
have diplomatic ties with other factions, because, as the saying
goes – the enemy of my enemy is my friend.
The Ouroboros Guild – faction whose members have a tattoo of a
snake eating its tail. They are living all over Adalchia and have
been waiting for a long time for Vitalik's return. Most of the
members are weak and have low morale after months of pointless
fighting with their enemy – The Court of Vitalik. The Ouroboros
Guild is allied with Adalchia's United Military but is somewhat
hostile with The Uberdead Defenders.

The Court of Vitalik – The vampire lord Vitalik has
united armies of vampires and vampire lords, and with
their help, he is now ruling over Adalchia, or as he
calls it – Vitalia. As always, he wants more and more so
he is trying to find out how to utilize the power of
Permadeath for his cause.
Permadeath – Lastly, there are supporters of ruthless,
death-bringing Permadeath. It's a living substance
from another dimension that turns any human being
into an undead creature who falls under its control.
There are no weaknesses recorded as of yet.

4.2 Gameplay
With Vampire Playground, we want to bring our players as
many possibilities as they would expect from a role-playing
multiplayer game. They will be roaming through the world
on foot or on the back of a mount, accepting quests from
NPCs, battling with other players, AI or bosses, earning
rewards and spending them on in-game items.
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Roaming
Adania will have many cities filled with markets, city halls, libraries, graveyards, PvP arenas, racing tracks and
vendors providing a variety of goods. Cities will be bustling with life and there will be plenty of activities and
minigames to keep the players entertained. However, Adalchia is not only about urban life – players will be able to
explore every corner of our wild world, search for hidden mysteries and treasures, and complete achievements by
finding them. Watch out though! Players can die from fall damage or environmental damage (such as fire, lava, acid,
ice, and suffocation in water or gas clouds).

Avatar Attributes
All characters will have the following attributes:



HP  


(“hitpoints“, decrease as the character takes damage – regenerate over time, and by drinking potions or sleeping)



Stamina


(decreases as the character flies or swims – regenerates over time, and by drinking potions or sleeping)



Blood


(decreases with time and when the character is using magic – regenerates by feeding on mortals or drinking potions)


Avatar Abilities
Every avatar will also have some character-specific skills based on the traits depicted in NFTs owned from the
Vampire Invasion collection. (See examples below)

Air Force  


Small Pet


winged avatars can fly



can be used to access narrow spaces, such as small cave 



Melee


Cute Pet


close-ranged weapons depicted in these NFTs make the melee attacks stronger



can confuse NPCs to benefit the player 



Shooting


Smile


these characters have a ranged weapon which they can shoot from



smiling characters can feed on NPCs without causing any panic



Goat Scream 


Gotta Go Fast 


goat avatar can rag doll every NPC around them



the avatar reloads their blood from NPCs faster



Monster


Beast


every time an avatar with monster mouth is attacking someone, their 


every attribute of the character (HP, Stamina, Blood) is being recharged when

'Blood' is being recharged



feeding on NPCs with beast mouth 


Flying Pet 

helps player reach higher areas

Accepting Quests
Players will meet plenty of NPCs on their journey who may need their help. When interacting with NPCs, they will
always see a description of the quest and can decide whether to accept or refuse it. Quests with better rewards may
require an entry fee in form of the in-game currency 'VampCoin' (Read more about this token in the Section 5.1).

There will be six types of quests in the Vampire Playground:

Battle with the boss:


The Boss Battle is real-time combat, where a player is prompted to
travel to a specific area

on the map alongside other 1-10 players. The goal is to defeat an
AI agent with a lot of HP. If players' HP goes below 1, they respawn
next to the quest giver NPC. If the Boss' HP goes below 1, the
surviving players win.




Delivery:


Some NPCs will offer players an option to deliver an item for them
to a specific location. Fragile objects can get damaged when the
player's avatar takes damage and time-sensitive delivery items
disappear when the given time is up. The quest is completed if the
item is delivered on time and in good condition.



Race :

The goal here is to reach the given checkpoints in a specific order
on the map (or in a racing arena) before other players or AI agents
do. Players can't take damage when the race mode is active.



Obstacle race:

The rules are simple: Vampires will be racing and jumping through
various obstacles in order to finish first on this deadly track.
Watch out for sneaky players – they could easily trip you and slow
you down!  




Special events:

These will be seasonal events through which we want to
experiment and try out all the crazy ideas that we and our
community will come up with. Favourite events might be added to
the game permanently. Examples: 'Hunt for Blood' where players
will try to catch as many prey as possible; 'Stealing mount' where
people will be rewarded for stealing a mount from other players. 





Battle :

If you feel like battling with real people, you can do that as well
in our PvP battles. When another player accepts your challenge,
you will be both spawned on a battlefield. Each player will be able
to select up to four vampires for a turn-based battle. You can
always find people or AI agents to challenge in arenas built in
every city.

Loop of the battle
During a turn, all active characters have 2
action points – they can use them to move (to
get a better cover or flank an enemy), attack,
fly up, feed on an enemy (it makes the
character exposed for the next turn but gives
a health boost), teleport, use a headshot
attack, activate the dodge ability, or they can
skip their turn.


There is a percentage system of attacks' success. By default, it's
100% but there are multiple modifiers, which can be seen below.
Attack success percentage is affected by:



Distance: -2% per step


Half Cover: -30%


Full Cover: -60%


Target Defence: -1%/defence point


Active Dodge Ability: -50%


Passive Dodge Ability: -10%


If the HP of all four vampires in one player's team go below 1,
the other player wins.

Hit chance and grid structure during a battle

This illustration shows an example of how an active

The picture above shows a turn from player's

character with 3 'move speed' could travel on map

perspective, where the blue dot depicts their active

during a battle

vampire. This character has a 86% chance to hit the
closest enemy squad member if the opponent won't
move the character in the same turn.

UI structure and view on Battle

Completing Quests
After successfully finishing a quest, the player
will need to return to the quest giver NPC to
get the reward. Rewards will include
VampCoins, achievements, reputation points,
titles, various in-game items and much more.

Getting Rewards
After completing a quest
By unlocking achievements
Finding hidden objects on the map

Spending Rewards
Players will be able to spend their
VampCoins at various shops located across
all cities (See Section 5.1 for more
information).

4.3 What to expect next
We are building the Vampire Playground with longevity and sustainability in mind by gradually progressing the
gameplay. After the initial release, we will continue working on this project by collecting feedback to fix bugs and
by adding many new features and mechanics later on. Below are some examples of what you can expect along the
way:
Option to acquire land


This feature will also allow players to construct buildings and camps on their property. Lands will be mostly
distributed for free by earning reputation points with different factions in Adania and by unlocking specific
achievements in the game.

Raise/breed pets and mounts 


With this update, players will have an opportunity to create their own, unique collections of pets and mounts, and keep
them safe in their stables. Additionally, this is when we are going to introduce special events built specifically for mount
breeders and 'Pet Wars', where pet collectors can prove that their cute little animal is the strongest one.

Vampire Lords


This stage will enable a player to evolve their Vampire Invasion NFTs using $BLOOD tokens (Go to Section 5.2 to read more). Some
Vampires from this collection will evolve into the strongest type called Vampire Lords. The recipe to create the most powerful
Vampire Lords is still top-secret at the moment, but it will be a fun journey. The lucky owners of Vampire Lords NFTs will be able to
become majors in cities and harness their resources, as well as be heavily involved in creating the second generation of vampires.

5. Vampire Invasion Tokens
The Vampire Playground will utilise 2 types of
tokens, one being off-chain – VampCoin, and the
other one being on-chain – $BLOOD token. The
purpose of this is to provide an overall better
user experience and avoid adding unnecessary
load on the Cardano blockchain.

5.1 VampCoin
VampCoin is an in-game, off-chain coin that will allow
players to buy items in a variety of town shops, unlock
upgrades for their avatars, or use them as an entry fee
for quests, races or PVP battles.

Earning VampCoin
As VampCoin is part of the in-game rewards, the ways
of earning them are the same. To read more about
these, go to Section 4.2 Getting Rewards above.

Spending VampCoin
VampCoin will be the everyday in-game currency, which players
will be able to spend on various items, such as:
Red Potion (regenerates HP)
Yellow Potion (grants invincibility for 30 seconds)
Blue Potion (regenerates Stamina)
Purple Potion (Stamina won't decrease for 30 seconds)
Black Potion (regenerates Blood)
White Potion (gives infinite Blood for 30 seconds)
Portal Gun
Banana Gun
Gravity Gun
Haircut Gun
Ragdoll Gun
Colouring gun
Assets for Tents
Assets for Campfires
Outdoor Speakers
Breathing Mask (for breathing underwater)
Dumb Medieval and Bajuzki Cosmetics
Cosmetics and Food for Mounts and Pets
After the Vampire Playground Alpha release, we are planning to add a feature that will enable players
to exchange VampCoins for $Blood tokens using our dashboard.

5.2 $BLOOD tokens
$BLOOD will be a utility, on-chain token with an uncapped supply, which will play a huge role in our ecosystem. Using
$BLOOD tokens will provide another utility to our Vampire Invasion NFTs by unlocking additional content. They will be
distributed to our holders for free and they can acquire additional ones by engaging with our project, but more about
that below.
Airdrops

2%
Holder Rewards

96%
Special events

2%
Pie chart depicting approximate 

distribution of $BLOOD tokens

Airdrops – will equal 0.1 – 2% of the circulating supply at
the time of the snapshot.



Holders Rewards – Vampire Invasion NFTs holders will
receive $BLOOD tokens each epoch just for holding.
These rewards will be boosted at the release to promote
the initial distribution and will slowly decrease over
time. However, players will still be able to increase their
rewards by participating in and engaging with our
project.



Special Events – these will be very rare, usually
accompanying major releases in the Vampire Playground.
The goal will be to incentivise players to explore new
features and updates.


Ways to earn $BLOOD tokens
Holding Vampire Invasion NFTs
Airdrops
Exchanging VampCoin for $BLOOD tokens
Special events
Reporting in-game bugs
Participating in voting

Utilities of $BLOOD tokens
Buying NFTs which are utilised in the Vampire Playground (mounts,
pets and more)
Breeding mounts and pets
Evolving Vampire Invasion NFTs (for example, to receive a Vampire
Lord – read more about these in Section 4.3)
All $BLOOD tokens spent in the Vampire Playground dashboard will be
burnt, meaning out of circulation forever.

Disclaimer
Vampire Playground is currently in development, and we will do our best to bring you all of the aforementioned features. Some
features may be subject to change and we cannot guarantee that there will not be some differences in the gameplay as there is
still a long way ahead of us. This is a living document and will be updated as necessary.

